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$1. mTRODUCTIOS 
LET M be a compact C” tn-manifold with boundary dM. Let F be a continuous tangent 
vector field on ICI vanishing nowhere on dM. The topological index of F, I(F), is the inter- 
section number of F(M) and the zero section Z(M) in T&f. Z(F) is an integer, constant 
under continuous variation of F through such fields vanishing nowhere on z/V/. It is equal to 
c (- l)‘n, de’ X(X) 
where X is any C” tangent vector field on M with generic zeros only, X is close to F, and 
ni is the number of zeros of X of Morse index i: if X(p) = 0 is generic, its Morse Index is by 
definition the number of eigenvalues of (DX), having negative real part. 
.A well known fact is: 
Poincnre’ Index Fornwln for the disc 
i-e 
I==l+T 
where I is the topological index of a continuous vector field on D’ = the 2-disc vanishing 
nowhere on 8D* = S’, i is the number of interior tangencies, e is the number of exterior 
tangencies, and i, e are assumed finite. 
A second well known fact is the absolute PoincarbHopf Theorem: 
X(M) = I(F) if SM=@ 
for y = Euler characteristic. See [2]. : 
We develop a formula generalizing these situations to the case ?A{ f 0 and dimension 
AI > 2. The formula is, for most differentiable X, 
E(X) = %(M, 8~) + 1 X(~-i, ri) 
i>l 
t This research was partially supported by NSF GP-5798. 
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where R _ i is the “ i-codimensional exit region “, F’ is its boundary. and %(A, B) is the Euler 
characteristic of the pair of finite complexes (A, B), B c A, 
F (- 1)‘dim H,(A, B) 
If all ZiM is an entry region (i.e., ,I’ points inward across ZM) the formula reduces to 
Z(X) = x(M, a/VI) = %iCf - x(ZM) 
which is the relative Poincare-Hopf Theorem. 
If M = D’, the formula becomes Poincare’s. For x(&I, Z&f) = 1, R_’ is the set of arcs 
on c3Dz = S’ where X points out of D*, II’ is the set of tangency points, and R_’ is the set 
of points on ZR-’ = r’ where Xpoints out of R_‘. Exit and entrance arcs alternate around 
S’ (most X have no inflections on S’) and so x(R_‘) is half the number of tangency points, 
i.e., is x(F’)/2. R_* is easily seen to be the set of interior tangencies and f” = 0. Hence 
~(kf, aM) + $,x(R_~, ri) = 1 + x(P)/2 - X(P) + i 
2i - xlI1 1 + 2i - (i + e) i-e 
=l+-T-= 2 =l+F 
The same description of R_‘, i = 1, 2, holds for any Mz with boundary so in this case 
the formula is 
C(X) = x(M) - X(aM) + !$ = x(M) + y 
where i, e are as before and x(8M) = 0 because dM is a closed manifold of odd dimension. 
92. DEFINITION OF THE SETS R_/, I-' 
Consider the set of all C’ tangent vector fields on 144 under the C’ topology, % = X’M. 
It is known that if r 2 m then for an open dense set of YE 3, Y has generic contact with 
L:M. That is 
PY= {IE dM: Y(x) is tangent to aM> 
is a smooth submanifold of codimension 1 in 8M, 
r*Y= {XE PY: Y(x) is tangent to T’Y) 
is a smooth submanifold of codimension 1 in r’ Y 
PY= {XE r2Y: Y(x) is tangent to PY} 
is a smooth submanifold of codimension 1 in J12 Y, etc. We run out of room at the stage r”, 
i.e., F” Y = 0. The proof of this fact that most YE Z have generic contact with 8M is 
sketched for much more general circumstances in [I]. A direct proof is given in the last 
section of this paper. 
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For any x E (?:\I - r’ Y), Y(x) either points out from :Zf or into Jf. Correspondingly, 
Zi\( - r’ Y is decomposed into two open (in Z,tI) sets 
(x E dlM: Y(x) points out from &I) 
{x E diEf: Y(s) points into &f ] 
whose closures are called R_’ and R,’ respectively. It is easy to see: R_’ n R,’ = dR+l 
= aR_’ = r’ Y. 
On r’ Y, Y is tangent to Sill (by definition of r’ Y) and so r’ Y - rz Y splits into two 
open (in rl Y) sets 
{x E r’ Y: Y(x) points out from R_‘) 
{.K E I? Y: Y(s) points into R_‘) 
whose closures are called R_’ and R,’ respectively. Again R-’ n R,’ = dR,2 = dR_’ 
= Py. 
We repeat the process on r2 Y, r3 Y, etc. Thus, R._’ is r’Y plus the open set 
(,l-Eri-l , Y. Y(x) points out from R’_T” i 
and R, i is r’ Y plus the open set 
{x E I-‘-‘Y: Y(x) points into R’f’]-. 
In the last stage, dR,“’ = r” Y = @ so R_” and R,” are separated from each other. 
S3. A FACT FROM ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY 
LEMMA 3.1. If . ..-*A.-,B,-tC,-tA,_,-t... is an exact sequence of finite dimen- 
siotlal rector spaces all identically zero far enough to the left and right then 
zB=zA+zC 
brhere %A = 2 (- I)‘dim(Ai) and xB, %C are similarly de$tled. 
i 
Proof. Standard. 
LEMW 3.2. If X = A, v A, arefinite complexes theu 
1(X, A,) = x(X) - %(A,) XL-K AZ) = x(X) - %(Az) 
%(A,) + %(A,) = %(A, n A,) + z(X) 
Proof. The homology sequence for (X, Aj) is, j = 1, 2, 
. . . --+ H&4 j> --+ H,(X) -+ H,(X, Aj) 4 tl,_,(Aj) -+ . . . 
and the Meyer-Vietoris sequence is 
HP(AI) 
. ..-+H.(A, f-l AZ)-’ 8 +Hp(X)-*Hp-,(A1 “A,)+... 
If,(A2) 
so apply Lemma 3.1 QED 
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54. PROOF OF THE FORXlC’L.4 
Let 3 be the open dense subset of 5? such that each YE g has generic contact with 2M. 
We must prove 
Z(Y) = x(M, S.%f) i c X(R_‘, I-i) 
i21 
for YE’tU. 
Differentiably attach a collar to ,L/ across d,lf, calling the resulting manifold A. Let iii 
be given a Riemannian metric. Consider the normal tubular neighborhood P to dM in &i. 
P is a product: points p E P can be coordinatized by pairs (x, c) such that x E ?,\I, L’ E [-E, E], 
E > 0, where u is If: the arc-length along the normal (to 8M) geodesic from x to p. We take 
the - value of u for p in M and the + value for p in the collar. 
Take a second copy of 6f, IQ’. Form the double of 121. ,ci. by identifying 
19 3(.X,L’)O(X, -L;)Eti’ 
Thus A has a natural Riemannian metric and dM is a C” submanifold of A with a product 
tubular neighborhood P coordinatized by (s, c), x E GM, cc [--E, E]. 
Let YE g be given. Define Ton &? by letting it be Y on each copy of h(. This makes P 
ill-defined on 8M: there are t\vo definitions of Fat points of ?&I and even when they agree, 
yis not necessarily differentiable. We shall smooth Pout to make a differentiable field on 
A, tangent to d&f. 
Relative to the product structure on P, express y as 
?= ?J + Fti 
c, being the horizontal and VU being the vertical component. This makes F, well defined 
but not necessarily differentiable, while leaving F” doubly defined on aicf. But the two 
definitions of FU at (x, 0) differ orlly by the fact that one is the negative of the other. 
Also express Y relative to the product structure on P n M as 
Y= Y, + Y” 
Call R, 1 = Ri and I-l Y = I-. Consider Y, ( 8M. It has generic contact with the submanifold 
r c ?M. Y,, can be approximated arbitrarily C’ well by a horizontal field Z,, such that 
Z,, s Y,, in a neighborhood of I- u (P n 44) and Z,, ( dM has generic zeros only. Let Z be 
the field on M which is Y outside P and is Z,, + Y, on P. The fields Y and Z have the same 
index and the same sets {l-j], (R,‘). 
For any point (x, 0) E dM, express the parallel-translate of Z,,(s, 0) along the vertical 
to (x, u) asf(-u, ~1). Certainly f is a C’ horizontal field defined on P. 
Let 4,: R + [0, l] be a C” bump function which is one on [--s/Z. s/2] and zero outside 
[-s, s]. Consider the new field 
x = &(P)If(S, L‘) + IL.1 P&-Y, v)] + (1 - f#J&l)) Rs, I.) 
X being identical to ? outside the product neighborhood P. X is clearly a C’ well defined 
field on I%?. 
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We claim that ifs is small, then the zeros of X are those of ?‘, those of Zh [ dAV, and no 
others. Let G be a compact neighborhood of I- in i-M such that Zi, doss not vanish on G. 
By continuity of Z, and compactness of G it is seen that for all small (in absolute value) 1: 
and all .Y E G, 
f(*, I.) is ne\‘er zero or a negative multiple of Z,,(s, c) 
Hence for all Is/ small and x E G, Xh(-i., I.) f 0. Now YE q and so Ydoes not vanish on ?Jf. 
Also .‘c 6 G and 11.1 small imply that yX(,r, c) f 0 since its zeros form r. Thus X(.X, c) + 0 
for s E G and Is] small or for .t’ $ G, Is/ small, and I: # 0. For L‘ = 0, it is clear that Xvanishcls 
iIt‘Z,, c!oes. Hence the claim is proved. 
L21 p be any zero of Z, I c’:lf, let its index be i. Respecting the product structure (x, t.) we 
have 
for p = (s, 0). So (DX), is nonsingular. As Y,(s, 0) is positive or negative, the index of X 
at p is i or i + 1 since w2 have one new positive or negative eigenvalue accordingly. That is, 
as p E R, or R_ , A’ has indes i or i + 1 at p. 
Thus C(X) can be expressed as 
E(X) = 2X( Y) + c (- I)‘rl,+ + I(- I)‘+‘rl,- 
= 2C( Y) + f(Z, [R,) - & 1 R-) 
where jli* is the number of zeros of Z, j R, of index i. 
fi is closed so I(X) = I = 2,7(M) - x(aM) by Lemma 3.2. Hence 
X(Y) = $(2x(M) - x(SM) + Z(Z, I R_) - X(Z,, I R,)) 
= %A1 + t(-x(J?~f) + 2X(2,, 1 R_) - [C(Z,, 1 R+) + C(Zh 1 R_)]) 
dM is also closed and so x(aM) = X(X,, I SM) = [C(Z,, 1 R,) + E(Z,, 1 R_)]. Hence the above 
is 
C(Y) = %M + t(-2%(M) + 2X(Z,l / R-)) = ~(hl, SM) + Z(Z, I R_) 
But clearly l?(Z, I R_) = ric’( Y) and so induction on Z,, I R_ reduces the last summand to 
x(R_, dR_) + ~$(R_‘, I-‘) 
i>2 
thereby verifying the formula for X(Y). QED 
55. THE r-THEOREhl 
We handle a slightly more general situation than needed above. Let M be a compact C” 
manifold, Vc M a compact C” submanifold, dV= 0. Call c the codimension of Vin M, 
c 2 1. We have in mind the case V = ?+I. 
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Definition. For any section X of the tangent bundle TM, I’X = {x E v’: X(x) is tangent 
to Y> = (x E V: X(x) E T.xV}. 
It makes sense to speak of the tangent bundle to any set S c Al: r, S is the set (not 
necessarily a vector space) of all vectors in TxM tangent to curves through I in S, and 
TS = IJ TX S. Thus, whether or not T’X is smooth, we may define 
XES 
1-2x = {X E r-lx: X(X) E T,(rlx)) 
rpx = {_K E rp-lx: x(x) E T~(I-~- lx)> 
Consistent with this sequence we put r”X= V for all sections X of TM. This gives 
llif 3 r”x2 rlxz ‘.. 3 rp-‘x2 rpx3 ... 
It also makes sense to speak of transversality of sets and maps which are not a priori 
differentiable. Namely, let V, W be differentiable manifolds, let P c Y, Q c S c FV be 
subsets, Iet f: P --) LV be a map, and let p E P. 
Dejiniticn. f .(T, P) is the set of all vectors in T,, W tangent to curves J‘(rt) at t = 0 
where y is a curve in P with y(O) =p and y’(O) # 0. 
Definition. fis transverse at p to Q in S iffy(p) = q E Q implies that any vector in Tq S 
is the sum of a vector infQpP) and one in r4 Q. 
Definition. Iffis transverse at each p E P to Q in S then we sayfis transverse to Q in S 
and write f ft Q in S. 
If f happens to be a diffeomorphism onto a submanifold W’ c V, we freely confuse 
“f fi Q in S” with “ W’ ff Q in S” and “fl P +t Q in S” with “P++ Q in S”. 
Definition. For any section X of TM we say Y’X, . . . , rpX are defined by transcersality 
iff 
Xis Cp (5.1) 
X(IjX) fi 2-(rjX) in q,.y(rJ’- ‘X) 0 5 j 5 p - 1 (5.2) 
where IY-‘X is M by definition. 
As all of this transversality is occurrin g within TM from maps of subsets of M, the 
above definitions apply. 
If r’ X, . . . , l?_Y are defined by transversality, then by definition of the I-j and by induc- 
tion 
rj+lx = n(x(rjx> n r(rjx)), 0 rj I p - 1 (5.3) 
All Y which are Cp near enough X have I?’ Y, . . . , rp Y defined by transversality 
(5.4) 
rj* 1 X is a CP-j submanifold of M having codimension c in riX, 0 ~j 5 p - 1 
(5.5) 
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where TC: TIV -+ 111 is the projection. The proof is straightforward. 
Call .Y’ =Z’M = the C’ sections of T_W under the C’ topology. Hence, the set 
q’ = {x~ 9-r”: rlx, . . . , TPX are defined by transversality) 
is open in !TiV if r 2 p. 
For Xe OJ,’ with r 2 p, dim(PX) is m - (p + I)c Lvhere dim(M) = nr. This is negative 
if p 2 m/c. Thus, 
RJ” = qJ,’ if r,p>rn/c 
As we already saw, gp’ is open in f’ for p 5 r. Hence 
gp’ is open for all p if r 2 m/c. 
r-ExrsrEXcE THEOREM. Sqpose r 2 m/c. Then ’ g,, is open dense in 97 for all p ; lIj Y 
is a Cr-i+l manifold depending C’-j+l 011 YE 4yp’ for .j 5 p; lip = @for p 2 m/c. 
All that remains to show is density. The idea is this: \ve show LLIIPp is dense in !T’“M 
which is dense in s’; but gp” c qp’ and so ?Yy,’ is dense in 55’. The point of dealing 
1 I r < co, on this set of C” maps. 
If S c W, as a properly embedded C’ submanifold, then the Thorn Transversality 
Theorem says that for 1 I r < oz, an open dense subset of C’(V, W) is transverse to S in 
W, call it f+‘( V, W; S). As C”(V, W) is dense in C’( V, W), it is dens2 in the open set 
it’( V, W; S). This means that f+ “(V, W; S) is dense in C”(V, W). This is the C” version 
of the Thorn Transversality Theorem. A more general cas2 is : 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If < is a C’jiber bundle with compact base, 1 I r < 00, and W is a C’ 
submanifold of the total space, then an open dense subset of C’< are tranmerse to W where 
1’5 = all C’ sections of < under the C’ topology. 
LEMMA 5.2. For t; = (E, 71, M) as aboce, the nlap 
c’s’ x Diff’( M) -5. Emb’(M, E) 
dejned by composition is a horneomorphisnr onto an open subset of Emb’ = C’ embeddings. 
Proof. The s2t is 
{f E Emb’(M, E):f(M) meets each fiber transversally and exactly once} 
The inverse mapping is defined thus: xf E Diff’(M) and x -+ f(M) n x-lx is a section y in 
Yc’; then b;, ~f>+~?f QED 
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Proof of Proposition 5.1. !3y Thorn Transversnlity, if’(:Cf. E; W) is open dense in 
Cr(.U, E) and hence in its open subset Emb’(M, E). Thus. an open dense subset of (7, f) E 
Zr< x Diff’(M) have yCf ft CV in E. But 
y2f * W 8 y -R W 
is clear. Hence, an open dense set of 7 E Z’< have 7 A W as was to be 
Suppose q, c are c’ vector bundles over Vc M respectively and 
bundles, 1 5 r 4 cc. 
shown. QED 
r/ c < as C’ vector 
Dejuirion. X’,,(t) = all c’ sections of < which restrict to sections of q. 
LEMMA 5.3. If Z V = @ m7d V, A4 are compact therz C’,,(<) -+ Y(q) by restrictiorl is oilto. 
Proof: Let G E Y(q) be given. If ZiLI # 0, add a C” open collar to M, forming M’, 
i;M’ = 0. If aicr = 0, call IV = hl’. Cover V by coordinate patches Ui’ in ,M’ so that V n 11’ 
is the set of points where the last nz - G’ U,‘-coordinates vanish. Choose {Vi’> so fine that 
over each Ui = CJ,’ n M, < is trivial: 
{i’: ui+[ 1 <j I dim(fiber(<)) 
are linearly independent c’ sections of t 1 U, . Express 
G(X) = 1 G,‘(X)&+) X E ui f-l i”, 
which makes aij a C’ real function on Ui n V. Each “ij extends to a C’ function cij on CJ,‘, 
letting it be independent of the last m - G’ coordinates. This defines a C’ section of < / Ui 
ITi = c &‘(x)s’i’(x) s E u; 
j 
Taking a C’ family of bump functions {4i} subordinate to CL’,‘) whose sum is 1 on V makes 
the C’ extension of G which was sought. QED 
Rermrk 1. Because dM n V’ # 0, we must use M’, { Ori’}. Although anyone reading 
the proof sees at once that this lemma is trivial, its steps are not so obvious without bringing 
hl’ into play. Otherwise one might be tempted to use Seeley’s Extension Theorem [3] and 
this gets things less elementary than they need be. 
Remnrk 2. If d V # 0, this lemma is still true and only slightly more fussy. 
Now let qi be a c’ vector bundle over Vi, i = 0, . . , p, and 4 a C’ vector bundle over M, 
Vi, M compact 8V, = 0. Suppose qP c .** c q,, c 5 as C’ vector bundles. Call 
C,‘(<) = {Xe .Y<: X j Vi is a section of tli for each i> 
X,‘(qj) = {XE Zrqj: X 1 Vi is a section of vi for each i I j) 
PROPOSITION 5.3. The map X,,‘(t) --+ Cqr(qj) defined bv restriction is continuous, linear, 
onto, opetl. 
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Proqf. ” Continuous ” and “ linear” are clear. “ Open” follo\\s from the others by the 
Open blapping Theorem: this theorem is applicable hers since these spaces are Banach for 
1 5 r < zc and Frechet for r = CC. Thus, “ onto” is all we must prove. 
Clearly 
Sq’(vj-1) + C’(t?j-,) 
1 1 
x~(‘7j) + “(Vi) 
commutes. The right hand map is onto by Lemma 5.3. Therefore each u E C,‘(qj) extends to 
0 E Zr(qj_,). Such a 6 automaticall~y belongs to &,‘(qj-,). Hence the left hand map is also 
onto. For j = 0, these remarks assume IZ~_~ = <. 
Hence each of the maps 
q’(5) + q%o) -+ . ” + Cq’(r]j-1) + cq’(rlj) 
is onto, so their composition Cqr(s) -+ C,r(rlj), is also onto, proving the proposition. 
Proof of the F-Existence Theorem : fYp” is dense in .5? O. 
We drop the “ ;%, ” superscript from all spaces of sections. By definition: 
??I1 = (XE.57: X(V)-f+TV in Ti,ibf) 
This is open dense in 5? by applying Proposition 5.1 to < = T,,M and W = TV. 
Suppose gV is dense in X‘, p 2 1. We must show qJ,+ 1 also is. Fix some YE gJ, and call 
rjY= Tj,,j= 1, . . . . p. Consider 
2 = (2 E X: Z is everywhere tangent to V, I-‘, . . . , I-p-‘) 
(Note that rp is not included here.) Any 2 E 2’ has Y + Z E g,, and 
I-‘(YfZ)=I-’ Oljlp 
For any such Z, I-‘( Y + Z) = V. Z is everywhere tangent to V and so the tangencies of Y 
and Y + 2 to Y are the same; therefore r’( Y + Z) = II”. Z is everywhere tangent to r’ and 
so the tangencies of Y and Y + Z to r’ are the same; therefore I-‘( Y i Z) = r’. This 
continues up top - 1: rp-l(Y+Z)= rp-l and Z is everywhere tangent to Tp-’ so that 
the tangencies of Y and Y + Z to Tp-’ are the same; therefore rp( Y + Z) = Tp. 
By Proposition 5.1, there is an open dense set 
29 c qT,,(rp- 1)) 
such that 
bTePTTP in Trp(F-‘) b E 2 
Call s’ = iTM, q. = TV, q1 = TT’, . . , r/p_l = TTP-ll qp = Trp(rp-‘). Applying Proposition 
5.4. we see that the restriction 
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is continuous, linear, onto, open. The inverse image of 2 is thus an open dense subset of 
2, 9, such that 
Y+PEYY,+l PE3 
As 9 is dense at 0, this shows that YP+ 1 is dense at Y. Hence YP+ 1 is dense in Yv, and there- 
fore in X. This completes the induction and the proof of the r-Existence Theorem. QED 
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